Will You Add Your Name to this Letter?
Open Letter to PA Governor Tom Wolf and PA DOC Secretary John Wetzel

Urgent need for independent medical treatment & freedom for Mumia Abu-Jamal

Internationally renowned political prisoner, Mumia Abu-Jamal, is seriously ill. He is currently suffering from life threatening diabetes, full body skin disease, and weight loss, amounting to 80 pounds in a three month period. He was rushed to a local hospital ICU only to be returned to the prison two days later while still gravely sick. Mr. Abu-Jamal is in immediate need of medical help from outside the prison system as the neglect and malpractice of the Department of Corrections is directly responsible for the inadequately addressed and alarming deterioration of his health.

We, the undersigned, call on Governor Thomas Wolf and Secretary John Wetzel to promptly authorize the independent doctors Mr. Abu-Jamal has chosen to coordinate his diagnosis and treatment plan, and to involve the specialists needed to address his many medical challenges. This would require allowing those doctors (1) to have regular phone access with Mr. Abu-Jamal; (2) to be able to communicate freely and regularly with the prison physicians who are overseeing Mr. Abu-Jamal’s care; and (3) to schedule an immediate independent medical examination.

Given the extensive evidence of Mr. Abu-Jamal’s innocence, long prevented from being addressed fairly in the courts, and now the evidence that Mr. Abu-Jamal’s very life is in danger while in the prison system, we call for his immediate release from prison.

Join us by adding your name to this letter:
bit.ly/OpenLetterForMumia

☑ YES! I want to help!
☐ $35  ☐ $100  ☐ $250  ☐ $1000

Your gift to the Medical & Legal Fund will keep Mumia alive. Your actions will mean he is not alone.

Every Action Matters!
bit.ly/rise4mumia

PRISON RADIO
PO Box 411074, San Francisco, CA 94141 • 415-706-5222 • info@prisonradio.org
*all gifts over $25 receive a copy of the Mumia: Long Distance Revolutionary

SPONSORS OF THE OPEN LETTER:
Free Mumia Abu-Jamal Coalition (NYC) & International Concerned Friends and Family of Mumia Abu-Jamal
www.freemumia.com
facebook.com/officialmumiaabujamal
Hotline: 212-330-8029

SIGNERS
Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Minister Louis Farrakhan
Father Miguel d’Escoto Brockmann
Ramsey Clark
Cornel West
Charles Rangel
Cynthia McKinney
Chris Hedges
Alice Walker
Danny Glover
Lynne Stewart
Jackson Browne

(For the full text of the letter and more signers visit www.freemumia.com)